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Our client is an international legal firm with 300 employees 

and more than 2500 clients worldwide. When the company 

approached zCrowd in June of 2014, it was looking to 

process 20,000 documents a month via crowdsourcing.

The goal of the client’s offering is to file and serve legal 

process documentation efficiently and paperlessly, 

providing mobile device solutions, 2-D barcodes, GPS, 

and other media. They also provide their clients with 

logistics, data, images, and a virtual back-office.

THE COMPANY



   

THE PROBLEM
The client had traditionally managed 

a team of temp workers to extract 

case numbers and court dates from 

scanned documents, but the team was 

inflexible. “We had a lot of periods 

that we needed overtime and week-

end crews,” says their Lead Product 

Manager, Rob. “And then other times 

we’d have to send people home.”

Facing large spikes in workload several 

times a year, the client needed a 

workforce that could scale up and down 

with the surges. Like many businesses, 

they attempted to solve this problem with 

Amazon’s Mechanical Turk—the world’s 

first digital crowdsourcing marketplace—

but were overwhelmed by the process.

“It was a lot of management,” says Rob. 

“We had to talk to the workers directly, 

manage the workers directly, pay the 

workers directly, fund the account, and 

we had to take responsibility for the 

1099 on those workers, so it was a lot of 

management for not a lot of return.”

They needed an end-to-end solution.

THE MEETUP
“I just started looking for a consultant,” 

Rob says. “Someone to say ‘Hey we 

have no idea how to use the crowd, 

we tried something, it didn’t work—

we need help.” He found zCrowd 

co-founder and Chief Product Officer 

Isaac Nichols. Nichols had spent time 

on the original Mechanical Turk launch 

team and later formed his own consul-

tancy, TurkForce, which was eventually 

acquired by Crowdflower in 2011.      

“I responded right away,” says Nichols, 

who was in the process of forming 

zCrowd at the time. After a few initial 

meetings to understand the task, zCrowd 

set up a pilot program, providing form 

design, API integration, and special 

qualifications for document security.



THE SOLUTION
Several quick iterations later, zCrowd had fully 

integrated a specialized, dynamic crowdsourcing 

solution with the client’s work processes. 

“With [zCrowd’s] model it’s very easy to 

propagate, say, an instruction change to the 

workers, because of the management model 

and information deployment,” says Rob.

He says operations costs were cut after they 

began working with zCrowd, but workflow 

complexity was also reduced. He also found 

that management time for the rejiggered 

department decreased by up to 25 percent. 

“It’s definitely an advantage to have a crowd that 

scales up and down with our volume,” says Rob. 

“Before the team manager was actively managing 

that volume flow, and now that’s just not noticeable 

to us. A lot of that stuff is in the background now, 

not there from our point of view—it’s automated.”

He says that nothing less than a full-service solution 

would have been adequate, and his experience 

with Mechanical Turk was proof. “We’d have had 

to pull the documents out, attach them to some 

website, and set it all for them. It would have 

taken the same amount of time at that point, so 

we might as well have just done it ourselves.” 

THE MODEL
“I really value the relationship I have with [founders] 

Isaac and Matt,” says Rob. “I trust those guys. 

I’m a fan of the model. The thing that drew me 

in was the reputation management system and 

the quality management system, which was 

different to a more plurality-based model.”

zCrowd uses an unmatched, iterative quality-

assurance process that provides higher 

accuracy rates than competing measures, like 

the so-called plurality model, or Amazon’s 

Master Workers, to name a few.

“It’s definitely an advantage to 
have a crowd that scales up and 

down with our volume”



zCrowd empowers businesses to eliminate costly and 

inefficient workflows by connecting them with specialized, 

full-service crowdsourcing solutions. We come from a strong 

background in the industry, and bring a skilled, dedicated, 

and on-demand workforce. With zCrowd, you pay for the 

finished work, not the time spent finishing it. 

Contact us at info@zcrowd.com.

www.zcrowd.com


